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The science of love
❑ Introduction to concepts
❑ Like before love
❑ Get intimate
❑ Love lifts us up
❑ Love at first sight?



The practical application of a range of philanthropic psychology principles has guided the 

development of our strategies, campaigns and creative.

Drawing on research and expertise available, there are a range of principles we see as key to 

unlocking…

Self Determination Theory

▪ Donors feel autonomous, competent and connected – and see their support as a means of 

enabling this in others.

▪ Over time, donors should also see their support as contributing to personal growth, a means 

to affirming their purpose and achieving self-acceptance.

Attitude-behaviour Theory

▪ There is a science to ‘liking’ and, when stimulated in prospective/new audiences it can 

translate into a foundation for a communal relationship – where liking grows into love.

▪ Donors build a positive association with their interactions as familiarity and procedural 

fluency are built.

Applied behavioral psychology principles



Identity-based Motivation

▪ Beyond demographics, who we are, and who we see ourselves as, or as having the potential 

to be, drives our behaviour.

▪ When giving is seen as a means of affirming who we are and, more importantly, who we feel 

we are meant to be, donations cease to be simply transactions.

▪ Longitudinal studies have identified as set of moral identities that relate to giving and can 

enable donors to express their ideal self.

Intrinsic Motivations

▪ Extrinsic motivations – eg a negative stimulus to address a wrong - are less useful in helping a 

donor feel a sense of possibility around the mission they share with you.

▪ Goal attainment has been shown to be improve our sense of psychological wellbeing, as well 

as our sense of, what psychologists describe as, true self. 

▪ These are powerful motivator for sustained giving.

Applied behavioral psychology principles



Like before Love
Don’t come on too strong

The difference between like and love

Fehr & Russell describe love as a long-term

positive predisposition that one experiences.

Different from liking, which is situational and 

a more immediate positive association.

▪ Prospective donors, or even new donors 

who have already decided to give to you, 

may need time to build a sense of 

commitment.

▪ Acquisition and welcome/onboarding 

communications should seek to build 

positive associations.

▪ Our focus must be on the donor – not what 

we want to say or think they need to know 

about us.



Like before Love
The like checklist

Psychology literature suggests a range of ways that ‘liking’ responses are created.

1 – Familiarity

▪ Described as the mere exposure effect, we like people/things that are familiar to 

us.

▪ CAUTION: this works, right up to the point that it doesn’t!

2 - Relevance

▪ We like information/content that is seen as genuinely useful and of need to us.

▪ From advertising to direct communication, relevance is a key criteria by which we 

assess its value.

3 – Mirroring

▪ We are wired to respond positively, to like, people we see as similar to ourselves –

be it demographically or values/attitude based.

▪ Bargh & Chartrand documented the ‘chameleon effect’ in a study showing that 

simple mimicry led subjects to like a person they shared a task with more.



Like before Love
The like checklist

4 – Revelation

▪ Small, pleasant surprises have been shown to lead to a like response       

(Diez & Bermejo-Berros).

▪ A similar result is achieved through the sharing of a ‘secret’ or self-

disclosure (Aron & Aron).

5 – Emotional contagion

▪ We can readily feel the emotions of those around us and we are drawn to 

people/situations that create a sense of positivity.

▪ Humour ranks highly in studies of what we see as important in relationships.

▪ Even when dealing with heartbreaking circumstances, positive emotions 

should be primed – eg a sense of goal-attainment, co-operation, shared 

values, inspiration.

▪ Further reinforced when it is clear others like the same thing            

(Egebark & Ekström).



Like before Love
The like checklist

6 – Reciprocity

▪ We like people who like us.

▪ Do your donors, or prospective donors, think you like them?



Like before Love
The (digital) meet-cute

Examples of first-touch engagement that builds ‘liking’

A range of examples drawn from digital lead 

generation.

The advantage of digital:

▪ Rapid feedback loop.

▪ Step outside of ask/response framing.

▪ Real behaviour not predicted behaviour.



Like before Love
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Like before Love



Get intimate
Make your donors feel seen

It’s not enough to know the gender, average age or other 

general demographics of our donors and prospective 

donors.

Who donors see themselves as, particularly in relation to 

their giving, is a far more powerful insight.

When we feel seen for who we truly are – or strive to be -

we feel significant. 

And we feel more deeply connected to the person/people 

who sees us.

Studies into Brand Intimacy - Deshpande & Farley; Han et 

al, Carroll & Ahuvia – have shown that the extent to which 

a consumer feels the brand is concerned with them; how 

they feel; and their needs and preferences; relates directly 

to their loyalty, retention and likelihood to recommend.



Andrew
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Likes funk music
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Drew
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a DIYer
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followers!
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Far too many 
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JediFan@1138

Goes by his Jedi name

Inexplicably attractive wife

Saving for his next trip to 

Disneyland to visit new Star 

Wars land

Get intimate
Make your donors feel seen



▪ “Identity is the next big thing in fundraising.”

Professor Adrian Sargeant

▪ Identity is about a person’s innate connection to 

mission and purpose.

▪ We seek opportunities to affirm our identity – to 

ourselves and others.

▪ Not all identities are relevant – need to find the most 

compelling and most relevant identity that relates to 

your cause.

▪ Combined with Commitment, Satisfaction & 

Personality, becomes a very powerful, truly donor-

centric approach to acquiring and retaining donors.

▪ Start with hypotheses and test/analyse... and ask!

Get intimate
Make your donors feel seen
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Love lifts us up
Boosting donors wellbeing

Academics have identified a set of 3 innate 

and universal psychological needs that, 

combined with 3 other fundamental drivers of 

psychological wellbeing.

All can be baked into each stage of 

engagement with donors – and the key 3 of 

SDT should be central in how we consider our 

communications.

Over time, the second three can become 

important drivers of sustained giving.

Situational

Think acquisition, asks 

for specific actions

Over time

Think retention journeys, 

communications plan 

Self-determination Theory

1. Autonomy

2. Competence

3. Connectedness

4. Growth

5. Purpose

6. Self-acceptance



Love lifts us up
Boosting donors wellbeing

AUTONOMOUS COMPETENT

CONNECTED

We like to feel we are 

acting based on our own 

initiative. That we are 

independent and not 

motivated to think/act 

based on social pressures.

We want to feel efficient 

and effective and that we 

have made a positive impact 

because of what we have 

done.

We seek warm, satisfying and trusting 

relationships with others and are 

concerned with their welfare.



Love lifts us up
Boosting donors wellbeing

We feel better about who 

we are when we see 

improvement in our selves 

and become more effective 

in our behaviours.

When we find meaning in 

the present, past and 

future, we experience a 

positive feeling of direction 

in our lives.

Accepting and learning from our past 

helps to create a positive attitude 

towards our selves and our future.

GROWTH
PURPOSE

SELF 

ACCEPTANCE



Love lifts us up
Boosting donors wellbeing



Love lifts us up
Boosting donors wellbeing

Da Vinci theorised a perpetual motion machine.

Not possible in physical world, but it is in giving.

When our moral identity is reinforced it makes further action more 

likely (Aquino & Reed) – it becomes a chronically accessible

identity that comes to the fore more easily and more often.

Moves beyond the, necessary, need/solution/role-for-the-donor approach to propositions and 

asks. 

We are inviting the donor not only to support the achievement of a shared vision, but also 

experience growth; act with a sense of genuine purpose; and discover their true self.

Psychologists have found that people receive more psychological benefits from their actions 

when they are led by this inward discovery of true self.

These benefits become something we then seek to repeat and replicate.



Love lifts us up
Boosting donors wellbeing

When developing asks/propositions:

1.PROBLEM.

2.SOLUTION.

3.ROLE FOR DONOR.

4.WIIFT?

5.HOW WILL THEY FEEL?

Take time to answer:



Love lifts us up
WIIFT? Proposition development - mental health foundation



Love lifts us up
FEEL? Onboarding

• Flip-chart exercise re stages of the journey.

• What and when + what do we want donors to think/feel?

• Idea: top-line map headers became the tabs in booklet, which is a literal map of what 

would come next – helping  to create procedural fluency.



Love lifts us up
FEEL? Onboarding
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Love lifts us up
FEEL? Onboarding



Love at first sight?
Does it exist?

The difference between like and love

Fehr & Russell describe love as a 

long-term positive predisposition 

that one experiences.

Different from liking, which is 

situational and a more immediate 

positive association.

So maybe the answer is ‘no’, but 

first-time donors, even first-time 

engagers, can be ready to leap, 

rather than fall, in love. 



Love at first sight?
Leaping not falling

Commitment
A measure of 

attitudinal loyalty 

to the brand.

Identity
The donor’s sense of 

self and their innate 

reason for support.

Cause

connection

Brand

connection



Love at first sight?
Theory: Communicate more with new donors for better retention

CASE STUDY

Control = standard journey

Light = + 6 communications

Heavy = + 12 communications

Conclusion: no difference

Action: …

https://www.institute-of-fundraising.org.uk/blog/how-amnesty-increased-first-year-f2f-retention-by-12-points/


Love at first sight?
CASE STUDY

But, what if we’re missing something?

Theory: Knowing the donor’s self-

identified level of commitment, we can 

view the data not simply by the 

transactional and/or demographic data 

traditional used. 

Theory: Communicate more with new donors for better retention

https://www.institute-of-fundraising.org.uk/blog/how-amnesty-increased-first-year-f2f-retention-by-12-points/


Love at first sight?
CASE STUDY

Conclusion: MORE can equal BETTER, except when it doesn’t! 

Action: Make sure you know how committed your donors are… ideally by asking!

HIGH COMMITMENT LOW COMMITMENT

Theory: Communicate more with new donors for better retention

https://www.institute-of-fundraising.org.uk/blog/how-amnesty-increased-first-year-f2f-retention-by-12-points/


Love at first sight?

Finding people ready to leap



Love at first sight?

Finding people ready to leap



❑ Introduction to concepts
▪ Don’t need to be an 

expert.
▪ Great resources 

available!
❑ Like before love

▪ Build positive 
associations.

▪ Don’t assume they 
love you.

▪ But also don’t 
assume they don’t!

❑ Get intimate
▪ See donors for who they 

are.
▪ And provide them with 

ways to tell you.
❑ Love lifts us up

▪ Boost psychological 
wellbeing.

▪ Help donors discover their 
True Self.

❑ Love at first sight?
▪ Do they already love you?

The science of love
Head and heart



TITLE GOES
HERE OLUPTA
VOLUPTA


